How to use the LED ALRY app

Scan for more details and video tutorials.

Download the free Lezyne LED Ally app to your phone:
- Google Play for Android or App Store for iPhone
- Open up the app.

MANAGE YOUR LEDs

CUSTOM PROGRAM LED MODES

CONNECT AND RENAME

Scan for Devices
- Click on “Scan for Devices.”
- If connecting for the first time, be sure the Smart Connect lights are turned on and within two (2) meters of the phone.
- Select the LEDs you want to pair with and tap “CONNECT LED.”

Connect and Rename
- When connecting for the first time it is required to give your lights a custom name.
- To remove a light from the menu, select it from right to left and tap “Delete.”

To program the front/rear lights independently, tap the green square icon to break the link between the two.

MORE INFORMATION

**APP must be closed for GPS connection

How to pair Lezyne Smart LED with Lezyne GPS computer

KTV Pro Smart Rear

Mounting

Operation

Battery Indicator

Charging

More Information

For more information on Lezyne products, visit www.lezyne.com

GPS Forward CNC Mount

Lezyne GPS

Push and turn into mount

Lezyne also has compatible Smart Connect Front LED lights available for purchase.

① Back out of “MENU” screen to the ride pages to control lights, note “SMART CONTROL” pages will be available.

② Only one device can be connected to a smart light at one time (Phone, AIP, or GPS), power off the GPS for Smart Light App programming.